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	Investigate crimes involving cryptocurrencies and other blockchain technologies 


	Bitcoin has traditionally been the payment system of choice for a criminal trading on the Dark Web, and now many other blockchain cryptocurrencies are entering the mainstream as traders are accepting them from low-end investors putting their money into the market. Worse still, the blockchain can even be used to hide information and covert messaging, unknown to most investigators.


	Investigating Cryptocurrencies is the first book to help corporate, law enforcement, and other investigators understand the technical concepts and the techniques for investigating crimes utilizing the blockchain and related digital currencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum.

	
		Understand blockchain and transaction technologies  
	
		Set up and run cryptocurrency accounts
	
		Build information about specific addresses
	
		Access raw data on blockchain ledgers
	
		Identify users of cryptocurrencies
	
		Extracting cryptocurrency data from live and imaged computers
	
		Following the money



	With nearly $150 billion in cryptocurrency circulating and $3 billion changing hands daily, crimes committed with or paid for with digital cash are a serious business. Luckily, Investigating Cryptocurrencies Forensics shows you how to detect it and, more importantly, stop it in its tracks.
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How to Do Everything with Microsoft Office Word 2007McGraw-Hill, 2007
We're getting the word out on how to get the most out of Word 2007
This up-to-date guide makes it easy for both beginners and experienced users to master the powerful features and new interface of Word 2007. You will learn to create professional-looking documents effortlessly. Practical examples and step-by-step...
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Chemical Engineering Volume 2, Fifth Edition (Chemical Engineering Series)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2002

	Chemical Engineering Volume 2 covers the properties of particulate systems, including the character of individual particles and their behaviour in fluids. Sedimentation of particles, both singly and at high concentrations, flow in packed and fluidised beads and filtration are then examined. The latter part of the book deals with separation...
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iOS Drawing: Practical UIKit SolutionsAddison Wesley, 2013

	Apple has lavished iOS with a rich and evolving library of 2D drawing utilities. These APIs include powerful features like transparency, path-based drawing, antialiasing, and more. They offer low-level, lightweight, easy-to-integrate drawing routines that you can harness to build images, to display views, and to print.
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Deploying Secure 802.11 Wireless Networks with Microsoft WindowsMicrosoft Press, 2003
Get in-depth technical guidance for deploying a security-enhanced wireless network for your corporate, public, or small business network—direct form the Microsoft Windows Networking and Communications team. This essential reference details the latest IEEE 802.11 and related technologies for public and private wireless LANs, including the...
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Office VBA Macros You Can Use Today: Over 100 Amazing Ways to Automate Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and AccessHoly Macro! Books, 2006
A simple macro language appeared in version 3 of VisiCalc. When Lotus 1-2-3 introduced the keystroke macro recorder, accountants everywhere began developing arcane little macros to automate the daily task of importing and formatting sales data in their spreadsheets. When Excel 5 shipped with a new macro language called VBA in 1993, the world...
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Medical Infrared ImagingCRC Press, 2007

	Rapid evolution of technical advances in infrared sensor technology, image processing, “smart” algorithms, databases, and system integration paves the way for new methods of research and use in medical infrared imaging. These breakthroughs permit easy-to-use, high-sensitivity imaging that can address key issues of diagnostic...
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